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MASTERCOPY - MAY 2017

Dear Cape Wine Masters and members of the public
With this, our second newsletter of the MasterCopy for the year 2017, it is with great
fervour that we can broadcast that the Institute of Cape Wine Masters have reached the
magical figure of exactly 100 members! This includes our esteemed honorary members,
the departed, and the resigned. This year, Distell sponsored a very prestigious luncheon
for the graduation ceremony at the Van Ryn’s Distillery, where the four new candidates
joined the ranks of all the other Cape Wine Maters on the 5th of May 2017. These four,
Brendan Butler, François Cillié, Ivan Oertle, and Anton Swarts, come with big promise and
they are displaying loads of enthusiasm.
We had a very productive AGM, followed by a festive and fantastic Gala Dinner hosted at
https://mailchi.mp/ae309d761e36/icwm-mastercopy-may-2017
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Glenelly’s “The Vine Bistro” restaurant, where we also honoured Cassie du Plessis as the
ICWM Wine Personality of the Year.
This year, celebrating our 100 members, we are planning to make the ICWM very visible to
the public. This we intend doing by ways of various industry activities, such as
tutored/educational tastings for the public, road shows to various big cities, special tastings
for the members, and a host of other activities. I urge you therefore, as Cape Wine Master,
to roll up your sleeves, and to get involved.

Contact either of the two Regional

Representatives (Derek Ramsden - North or Lizette Tolken – South), or kindly approach
myself directly with your ideas. Many people have already done so, and I must say that
there is a lot of energy present. Please join us. The first public tutored tasting will be
hosted at Jordan Wine Estate on the 27th of July 2017, focussing on Grenache. More
information regarding this will follow in due course via our website and social media
platforms.
Lastly, I hope you will enjoy this bumper edition of the MasterCopy.
At your service
Conrad Louw
Chairperson: ICWM

In this issue:
We welcome four new Cape Wine Masters!
Gala Dinner and Wine Personality of the Year Award
2017 Annual General Meeting
Strange places to grow wine - Kristina Beuthner CWM
Habitat Magazine wine articles from the 1990's - Sue Brown CWM
Gambero Rosso vertical tasting - Dr Winifred Bowman CWM
Website updates
Bits & Pieces

We welcome four new Cape Wine Masters!
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Four new graduates were awarded their diplomas as Cape Wine Masters by the Cape
Wine Academy and Institute of Cape Wine Masters at a glamorous function held at the Van
Ryn’s Distillery in Stellenbosch, on Friday, May 5.
This brings the current number of Cape Wine Masters to attain this prestigious qualification
since it was first instituted 33 years ago to 100! It includes 12 from overseas and two of
the three original Cape Wine Masters - Duimpie Bayly and Bennie Howard, who together
with the late Tony Mossop, were the first to qualify in 1984.

The four new CWMs are winemakers Brendan Butler and Anton Swarts, international
marketing manager François Cillié, and sales and marketing manager, Ivan Oertle.
Brendan Butler also won two trophies – the Brandy Trophy sponsored by Van Ryn, and
one awarded by Kleine Zalze for the Best Dissertation; while Ivan Oertle received the
Viticulture Trophy from La Motte.
“This year the graduates chose wide-ranging themes for their dissertations which have
contributed valuable new insights and pointers to local wine research and industry” says
Conrad Louw, chairman of the Institute of Cape Wine Masters. Furthermore, he says that
reaching the magical milestone figure of 100 members, is really an enormous highlight for
the Institute. It also illustrates the high standard of this academic qualification. Over the
past 33 years, despite hordes of contenders who attempted it, only a hundred people could
preserve and succeed with the high standards that this self-study programme requires of
the candidates.
Brendan Butler, 30, currently winemaker and brand ambassador of Mount Vernon, was
one of the youngest to complete the CWA’s Introduction and Diploma course. He
graduated cum laude in 2008 with a B Agriculture degree majoring in Oenology (Cellar
Technology) and Viticulture at Elsenburg. He attained his CWA Diploma in 2011, and has
been working towards his Cape Wine Masters ever since.
Among Brendan’s more unusual accomplishments, he did an advanced snake handling
course in 2014, but a more prestigious one was his Golden Key International Honour
Society membership from 2006 to 2008. Membership is by invitation only, and is only
extended to the top 15% students, as identified by their universities across all degree
programmes. Brendan's research paper focuses on White Bordeaux-style blends in South
Africa and the potential for growth in the number of consumers and producers.
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Brendan Butler
François Cillié, 38, is the International Marketing Manager for Stark-Condé & Man Family
Wines. He has had six years of sales and marketing experience on all the major
international wine markets (Europe, USA, Canada, Australasia, Asia, Middle East and
Africa), another five years on the South African market and was also heavily involved in the
local retail sector for two years. Being not content with that alone, he and his friends
produce their own wine label “Inixion” (meaning ‘a new beginning’ in
Italian). François' dissertation looked at the viability of using the wood from indigenous
rooibos and honeybush for their proven anti-oxidative and preservative qualities in wine as
an alternative to sulphur and came up with recommendations on how to market this
alternative wine style to increasingly health-conscious consumers and wine producers.

Francois Cillié
Ivan Oertle, 47, has recently joined Grande Provence as their national sales and
marketing manager. He was previously a specialist wine consultant for VinPro and the
Wine and Brandy Transformation Unit after a retail career spanning 31 years, latterly as a
specialist wine buyer for Woolworths. He attained his Wine Diploma at the CWA in
2010. Ivan's paper evaluated the development of emerging Black-owned South African
https://mailchi.mp/ae309d761e36/icwm-mastercopy-may-2017
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wine companies and made recommendations involving collaboration, skills and knowledge
transfer as fundamental to the sustainability and success of an emerging enterprise within
the wine industry.

Ivan Oertle
Anton Swarts, 42, is currently Senior Winemaker of Spier Wines (Pty) Ltd, where he has
been working since 1999. By 2004 he had progressed to Junior Red Winemaker for the
Winecorp Private Label and was senior White Winemaker until 2016. He completed the
CWA Diploma in 2011, the SA Brand Association’s Van Ryn’s Advanced Brandy Course in
2014, and he was on the Spier Management Development Programme in 2015. Anton
attained his National Diploma: Agriculture (Viticulture, Pomology, Vegetable Production) at
the Cape Technikon in conjunction with Elsenburg Agricultural College in
1998. Anton's frustration with the discrepancies in laboratory analyses made him look into
the intricacies and dynamics of tartrate stabilisation of wine in the South African wine
industry with a view to enabling winemakers to produce truly tartrate-, protein- and colloidstable wines, once bottled.
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Anton Swarts
To read more about each new graduate and to access their dissertations, please click
here: http://www.icwm.co.za/members-by-year-of-qualification

Gala Dinner and Wine Personality of the Year Award
The annual ICWM Gala Dinner was held on Saturday, 6 May 2017 at The Vine Bistro at
Glenelly in Stellenbosch. A total of 45 guests sat down for an amazing food and wine
experience as chef Christophe De Hosse delighted all present with his French flair. As
usual, members were obliged to bring a bottle of special wine to share with the rest of the
table - the gems which were presented by all were truly impeccable and the food which
was served was of the highest standards!

Cassie du Plessis, former editor of Winelands magazine and now media consultant,
freelance writer and photographer, was designated Wine Personality of the Year in
recognition of his contribution to wine journalism by promoting the image of wine over a
period of 33 years – from his first appointment as chief media officer for KWV in 1984
through to his 15-year editorship of WynLand (formerly Wynboer) magazine, and his stint
as communications manager of VinPro until his retirement from KWV in November 2013.

2017 Annual General Meeting

As usual, the AGM took place at the Devon Valley Hotel outside Stellenbosch, on Saturday
06 May. Thirty Cape Wine Masters took up their seats in the conference room, and much
to everybody's surprise, two of our overseas residents, Dr Vashti Galpin CWM and Dr
András Salamon CWM, also attended. They live in Scotland, but were in South Africa at
the time for a family holiday and attended all the functions over the weekend! Ginette de
Fleuriot CWM made sure that the obligatory champagne was present in the form of Nicolas
Feuillatte Brut Reserve.
A new executive committee was elected this year, much the same as last year, but we
welcome Kristina Beuthner CWM as Vice Chairperson, to act as the key link between the
ICWM, and the Cape Wine Academy. It was also decided that hence forth the principal of
the Cape Wine Academy will, by default, act as the Vice Chairperson of the ICWM. The
title of Northern- and Southern Chairman was amended to Northern- and Southern
Representative; the reason being that there is only one national executive committee, with
one Chairperson. Lizette Tolken joined us in the new capacity of Representative: South.
The Executive Committee for 2017 - 2018 is:
Chairperson: Conrad Louw
https://mailchi.mp/ae309d761e36/icwm-mastercopy-may-2017
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Vice-Chairperson: Kristina Beuthner
Treasurer: Tom Blok
Secretary: Debi van Flymen
Communications Officer: Raymond Noppé
Representative - North: Derek Ramsden
Representative - South: Lizette Tolken

Strange places to grow wine
by Kristina Beuthner CWM

Wine, these days, is made and vinified in places like Japan, Romania, India (“Wines of
India” says there are some 50 producers in the country, and the publisher Peter
Csizmadia-Honigh won the OIV Award 2016 in the "Vins et Territoires" category in Paris on
17th October 2016), Canary Islands, Morocco and Georgia. And why? According to an old
Newsweek article from 2012: Because “we can ‘trump’ (excuse the political pun) nature,
meaning “we can pump precious water to deserts, we have grape clones resisting disease
and extreme weather, earth-moving machines replacing poor soil, and reverse osmosis
adjusting the intensity of wines... we can make wines from almost anywhere”. South
America is a continent full of wine producing countries. In fact the World Atlas of Wines
says that South America possesses more vines and makes more wines than any continent
(except for Europe).
So how about Colombia?
To read the full article, please click here: http://www.icwm.co.za/other-publications/101beuthner-kristina-strange-places-to-grow-wine/file

A blast from the past - selected 1990's wine articles
in Habitat Magazine
by Sue Brown CWM

I was admitted as a Cape Wine Master in 1992 with a research project titled “An evaluation
of the marketing strategies of good wine from selected cooperatives”. Born and educated
in the United Kingdom, my travels through Europe and southern Africa brought me to
Johannesburg, where my interest in wine was stimulated by my husband's involvement in
the industry. I was the manager of the Cape Wine Academy's Johannesburg office for eight
years, and later also represented the Klein Constantia wine brand in Gauteng.
As wine editor of Habitat magazine from 1990 - 1995, I was able to travel extensively to
wine areas both in the Cape and around the world and made guest appearances on radio
and television. I also wrote ad hoc for other publications, sometimes on request, and
sometimes I submitted articles when I thought them appropriate. I was variously described
in print during my time in Johannesburg from 'wine guru' to 'a housewife with an interest',
the latter being in Wynboer Magazine when I was awarded my Cape Wine Masters
Diploma, and by then I had been gainfully employed within the wine business for over ten
years. Says Sue: "I only mention this to encourage others not to listen to detractors and get
out there!"
In 1995, the Browns moved to Australia, where Sue continues to maintain a keen interest
in all things vinous, contributing the occasional wine article and tasting tenaciously. With
https://mailchi.mp/ae309d761e36/icwm-mastercopy-may-2017
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the permission granted by Habitat Magazine, Sue recently supplied us with some of the
articles she wrote.
All of these can be read by clicking here: http://www.icwm.co.za/dissertations/otherpublications-by-members , and then on Sue's name to open up the list of articles.
Thank you Sue, it was indeed a blast from the past to read about the affairs of the South
African Wine Industry during the early to mid 1990's!

Visiting Codorníu - Spain’s Biggest Cava Producer
by Christine Rudman CWM

When you get asked if you’d like to visit Codorníu in the company of importer Stefano
Gabba, Jenny Ratcliffe-Wright CWM, publisher of Wine-Style, and Miguel Chan, chief
sommelier of the Tsogo Sun group’s 100+ hotels, you say yes, of course. Who could resist
getting an inside track to Cava production and the winery that leads it?
We were based in Barcelona and driven out to the winery, 50 km away. The industry is
dominated by two companies, Codorníu the oldest and biggest, and its rival Freixenet, also
family-owned. They are neighbors, lie within sight of each other, which must act as a daily
incentive to perform better!
To put it into perspective, Spain’s Cava production was 241 million bottles in 2013, of which
66% was exported. Champagne’s production that same year was 349 million bottles.

Original cellar buildings, designed by Josep Puig i Cadafalch, a pupil of Gaudi

This is a story of money and influence, plus family connections. Codorníu’s wine making
history began in 1551 when vineyard and farm equipment owner Jaume Codorníu
produced his first wine, but it was the marriage in 1659 of his daughter Anna to Miquel
Raventós which was the turning point for the company. She was heir to the property of Can
Codorníu, together with its land and vineyards and he was a member of an important wine
making family in the region, and owner of numerous vineyards and accredited wineries.
And 18 generations later, the Raventós family still owns and runs Codorníu, the oldest
winery in Catalonia and one of the oldest family-run wineries in the world.

Read the full article by clicking here: http://www.icwm.co.za/other-publications/102rudman-christine-visiting-codorniu-spains-biggest-cava-producer/file

Gambero Rosso Vertical Tasting
by Dr Winifred Bowman CWM

I was fortunate to be invited with 13 other wine personalities to experience this absolute
treat in Rome. Gambero Rosso is an Italian food and wine magazine and publishing group
founded in 1986. Its name literally translates as "red prawn" and comes from a tavern in
the children's novel Pinocchio where the Fox and the Cat dine. To celebrate Vini d'Italia's
30th anniversary, Gambero Rosso organized vertical tastings of three of the most
significant wines in Italy: Sassicaia, super Tuscan of Bolgheri, from 1968 to 2013; Vintage
Tunina, the Friulano king of modern Italian whites, from 1979 to 2014; Berlucchi sparkling
https://mailchi.mp/ae309d761e36/icwm-mastercopy-may-2017
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wine from Franciacorta, from 1991 to 2008.

When Mario Incisa della Rocchetta planted the first Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet
Franc vines in Castiglioncello, in 1944, on his beloved Bolgheri estate, he certainly never
imagined the impact his wine would have worldwide. The Marchese had been very
successful, especially with his greatest love – horses. Nearco, Ribot, and the purebreds of
his Dormello-Olgiata stable, for over twenty years, had dominated the most important
races in the world, from the Derby to the Arc de Triomphe. Mario Incisa, who was an
agronomist and great wine aficionado, also cultivated another passion, the dream of
producing a few French-style barriques for his own consumption and that of a few lucky
friends. The leap forward came in 1972, when, on the advice of his Antinori cousins, he
brought a brilliant oenologist on board: Giacomo Tachis. Tachis was already in charge of
production on the Antinori estate. He was the force behind Tignanello, Solaia, and other
celebrated Italian wines, first working with Antinori, and later, many others. Awards in Italy
and around the world followed the first enthusiastic review of Sassicaia by Luigi Veronelli in
Panorama magazine in 1974.

My favourite was without doubt the iconic 1985 (95/100) and a sentimental favourite - the
very first Sassicaia – 1968 (95/100). This was an unforgettable, and unrepeatable tasting,
as Priscilla Incisa della Rocchetta and Carlo Paoli, director of Sassicaia, shared the last
bottles with us (for some vintages), of the family reserve.
To read the full articles, please click here:
http://www.icwm.co.za/other-publications/103-bowman-winnie-gambero-rosso-verticaltasting/file
http://www.icwm.co.za/other-publications/109-bowman-winnie-sassicaia/file

Website Updates
The profiles of the four new graduates, as well as all the news about the functions which
took place over the recent AGM weekend, has now been updated on our website.
A few minor tweaks and changes i.t.o. menu layout and banner photo updates were also
made, whilst an extra social media icon, for our new Instagram profile, was also added.
Thank you to all the members who have responded to the requests to send us their 'other'
publications, which are now available to view on our website at the following
link: http://www.icwm.co.za/dissertations/other-publications-by-members. It involves
collecting material that members have written for newspapers, magazines, books or
websites and includes articles, opinion pieces and reviews, or simply documented scripts
of their wine travels. We welcome any contribution, even if it is from years gone by. Please
send this information to Raymond at info@icwm.co.za, so that he can make the necessary
changes on the website.

Bits & Pieces
Resignation
It is with great sadness that we
received the letter of resignation
https://mailchi.mp/ae309d761e36/icwm-mastercopy-may-2017
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from another one of our 'elder
statesman', Dr Henry Davel. He
qualified in 1995 and wrote his
dissertation on The benefits of
alcohol on the human body. He
matriculated at Pretoria Boys' High
School, and was the director of the
Parklands Medical Clinic in Springs

Earlier in March this year, a
presentation was done to the Wine
and Spirits Board (WSB) on
proposed changes to the wine laws
pertaining to Cap Classique. The
Cap Classique Association (CCA) is
still awaiting confirmation on the
time line from the WSB, but the

for many years. In 2015 he
published a book called Life is NOT
a Rehearsal - a memoir sharing his
life stories as a small town family
doctor.
"I’ve had a 30 odd year wine journey
with barrels of happy memories,
bottles of memorable wines and
lasting friendships. Wine with friends
has genetically become part of me.
Sadly, all journeys come to an end."

process has been activated.

Henry aslo expressed his wishes
that the ICWM will grow in quality
and quantity.
We would like to make use of this
opportunity to thank Dr Davel for
being a true wine ambassador over
the years and we wish him all the
best for the future!

producer will only be able to sell or
claim Cap Classique on certified
Cap Classique in future.

These aspects will change the wine
law regarding Cap Classique and
the three most important issues at
this stage is as follow:
1. In future, preferably from the 2018
vintage, all grapes destined for Cap
Classique will have to be certified on
WS & WSB (green & pink) cards. A

2. The trademark Cap Classique
belongs to the Cap Classique
Producers’
Association
and
therefore in future, any producer
wishing to have reference to
Methode Cap Classique or Cap
Classique will have to be a certified
member of the Association.
3. Time on the lees, from the date
after the ‘tirage’ bottling currently is
a minimum of 9 months and will
change to a minimum of 12 months
on the lees. This will be applicable
on the 2019 vintage.

Two Cape Wine Masters, Nina-Mari Bruwer (far left) and Raymond Noppé (2nd from
left), recently judged on the Muscadel SA panel. Here they are pictured with fellow
judges Cerina van Niekerk, Hans Losch and David Biggs (panel chairman). NinaMari said they were extremely impressed by the quality of especially the white
muscadel this year, while Raymond was excited about the advances made in
packaging from a number of the producers, which could spark a move to make this
wonderful category 'a bit more sexy', and give it the attention it deserves!

https://mailchi.mp/ae309d761e36/icwm-mastercopy-may-2017
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It was a star-studded cast who lined up to judge at this year's Cape Port Producer's
Association (CAPPA) Challenge early in May. The judging took place at Nederburg.
According to panel chairperson, Christine Rudman, all the judges were very
impressed by the quality of the Vintage category, but agreed that the Ruby category
needs to be uplifted. The natural wines made from these Portuguese varietals also
expressed a lot more elegance and finesse compared to previous years. From left to
right: Colin Frith CWM, Cathy van Zyl MW, Mike Neebe (chairperson of CAPPA),
Christine Rudman CWM, Raymond Noppé CWM, Dr Winnie Bowman CWM, and
Gregory Mutambe (associate taster).

That's it for this edition!
Brendan Butler CWM, one of the new graduates, will be taking over the role of editor as
from the next issue (due end of August), so expect to see more interviews and interesting
articles this year. From now on we will be issuing a MasterCopy every 3 months (quarterly)
instead of every four months.
Remember to send any information of your wine-related travels, or wine judging,
(especially those done abroad) to us at info@icwm.co.za. We really want to spread the
news, but we NEED your contributions. To help us spread the good news even further,
please visit our website, www.icwm.co.za, like our Facebook page, or follow us on Twitter
and Instagram.
Regards,
Raymond Noppé CWM
Communications Officer and MailChimp designer
** In the absence of an editor we would like to apologise for any errors which might have occurred **
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